
INSCRIPTIONS FROM NEMEA 

(PLATES 77-78) 

T HE excavations carried out at Nemea by Mr. Blegen from 1924 to 1927 did 
not prove to be very rich in epigraphical finds. The one complete inscription 

discovered (No. 1, below) was important, has been published, and is now well known. 
The others, however, though fragmentary, seem to have enough intrinsic interest to 
make it worthwhile publishing them in this volume dedicated to their discoverer.1 

1 (Plate 77). Base of poros found December 6, 1926, in the central wall of the 
xenon. It has two square cuttings in the top to support a dedication. The bottom, 
which was broken off when found, is now missing; it is, however, included in the 
measurements below. 

Height, 1.62 m.; width, 0.45 m. at bottom tapering to 0.405 m. at top; thickness, 
0.34m. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.03 m. 
Museum No. 5. 

saec. VI a. BOTTTPOD&HO ON 
A 'Apo-rts E EaVE 

< EKE At 9 pOatOV' F 

v~1-aKrtTaIia /t ,7TcwT VKpal-o 

Vty VOP TETXpaKlS 

E3v NEPE'at (DEL80 
< vos Fhtis T OKXEO 

7-' vato. 

The discovery of this inscription was reported by Blegen, with a photograph, in 
A.J.A., XXXI, 1927, pp. 432-433. It was published by W. Peek in 'ApX. 'E+., 1931, 
pp. 103-104; for bibliography, see L. H. Jeffery, Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, 
Oxford, 1961, p. 150, no. 5, and S.E.G., XV, 196. Although this inscription is by 
now well known, I have included it for the sake of completeness. 

2 (Plate 77). Part of a stele of grayish limestone, found November 15, 1926, on 
the level of the floor of the crypt in the temple. Now lost, but examined, transcribed, 

1 I wish to thank J. L. Caskey for his notes and photographs taken at Nemea in 1938; S. I. 
Charitonides, Ephor of the Argolid, and H. Pistevos, Special Epimelete of Nemea, for making it 
possible for me to examine the stones in 1965; and C. K. Williams for valuable help in many ways. 
My trip to Nemea was made possible by a generous grant from the Louise Taft Semple Fund of 
the University of Cincinnati. 
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and photographed by J. L. Caskey in 1938. Sloping top and back original; broken 
elsewhere. 

Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.072 m. 
Height of letters: line 1, 0.022 m.; lines 2 ff., 0.015 m. 

ante a. 367 a. NON-ITOIX. 
0 [E?g] 

[2-> ] Kt 6 ALF [ ? I 
L. ] cprEVE 'Atc0[--------] 
[-] ATaE'E TAA[?--] 

5 [-.]TQ[..y]TAI[ ? ] 

The nature of this inscription is not readily apparent. It seems most likely to 
have been a judgment rendered by a board, under the chairman whose name begins 
at the end of line 3, in a dispute concerning the inhabitants of Dipaia (line 4). I.G., 
IV, 616, from Argos and probably of about the same date, twice (lines 3 and 10) 
names the chairmen of boards assessing penalties; the latter are there referred to as 
KaaTL&'Kac (lines 1 and 3). This word, however, cannot be restored at the beginning 
of line 2 here, since the slope of the top of the stele toward an intersection with the 
first line indicates that only two or three letters are missing at the left. But the first 
word could have been &Kac; in that case, the preposition &s, Doric for El,2 would have 
been used in -the sense of " in regard to," with an accusative object after AtF-, e.g. 
At] i.at EVS [ o[ a'iTapXac - -- 

Although the text has the Doric dialect forms EVs and AtF- in line 2 and the 
chairman is designated by the typically Doric ap7pTEVE in line 3, the spelling of AtvadEsE 

without the iota in line 4 seems to be Arkadian; cf. 'HpaEag in I.G., V, 2, 343, line 13. 
Dipaia was one of the towns in Arkadia whose inhabitants were gathered into Megalo- 
polis (Pausanias, VIII, 27, 3). This should give a terminus ante quem of about 
368/7 for this inscription. 

The last three letters of line 4 may represent the beginning of raXacrov if the 
suggestion made above about the natture of the stone is correct, but of course they 
may well be the article and the first letter of another word. 

3 (Plate 77). Fragment of grayish white limestone, found December 19, 1925, on 
the surface near the west end of the nave of the Byzantine church. Right side and 
rough back preserved; broken elsewhere. 

Height, 0.223 m.; width, 0.235 m.; thickness, 0.11 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 to 0.011 m. 
Museum No. 31. 

2 Cf. F. Bechtel, Die Griechischen Dialekte, II, Berlin, 1923, p. 467. 
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saec. IV a. NON-ITOIX. 
vacat 

- - - *.. ***] yoC<O>6s 

vacat 
[-----. . ] O FavoptOL9 Fe 
[----.1 EHI1 FovX1atL:0.:::: 

vacat 
[----100D D:: 

vacat 

Line 1. The stone reads M 11001. 
Line 3. The first four letters are inexplicable to me. For the name FovXCas cf. 

Oulias in Pindar, Nern., X, 24. 
Line 5. For the numerals, cf. M. N. Tod, B.S.A., XVIII, 1911-1912, p. 103, 

and XXVIII, 1926-1927, p. 142. The exact value of the sign < is uncertain; it must 
represent some fraction of an obol, as did I and E: on I.G., IV, 481. If there were 
two of these signs here, as the traces seem to indicate, we know that it represented 
less than half an obol. 

This fragment was mentioned by Blegen in Art and Arch., XXII, 1926, p. 130, 
with a photograph on p. 132, from which it was published as S.E.G., XI, 294. There 
it is dated to the fifth century, but, despite the digammas, it appears from the Ionic 
script that this is part of the building accounts of the fourth-century temple. It is 
probably to be connected with I.G., IV, 481, which is now lost; the reported size of 
the latter indicates that its spacing was about the same as that of this fragment. 

4 (Plate 77). This small fragment was photographed and copied by Caskey in 1938. 
I could, however, find no record of its discovery in the notebooks and it is now missing. 

saec. IV a. ? NON-ITOIX. 
[____ ..1 7YNO[- -] 
[-----.] vxvqt ra [- -- -- 

[--?- --] OIOKO &EV[ ? 

[-----] aaraq [ ? 
5 [----]ag Karamr [r] 

[----] rots9 T ' [ ?- ] 

Not enough remains to indicate the nature of the text, but from the photograph 
the letters seem to resemble those of No. 2, above, except for the bottom stroke of 
the sigma. 
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5 (Plate 77). Fragment of creamy limestone, found November 15, 1926, in a pile 
of stones gathered from trenches across the altar. Right side preserved, dressed 
with a toothed chisel except for a smooth band 0.015 m. wide toward the face; 
broken elsewhere. This piece has now disappeared but was photographed and copied 
by Caskey in 1938. 

Height, 0.095 m.; width, 0.08 m.; thickness, 0.075 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 to 0.01 m. 

saec. III a. ? NON-ITOIX. 
[-------? * ....?]vovs 

[ ?---]tX8SovX 
[EEv - - 8] oiAcomra 
[ ?------.*.]rapavr 

Line 5. mapavr [a, irapavr [ tiKa, or 7rap' av'[mos. 
It was suggested tentatively in the excavation notebook that this might be a 

fragment of the Mummius inscription, No. 7, below. Although one must now judge 
only from the photograph, the letters on this piece seem to be better cut and more 
widely spaced, both horizontally and vertically, than those of No. 7. 

6 (Plate 77). Eleven fragments of friable bluish white limestone, all of which 
joined, found November 27-30, 1926, in a well between the bath and the temple. 
Only three pieces, including the two largest, are still to be found, but ten were 
transcribed and photographed by Caskey. Rough left edge preserved; broken else- 
where. Letters poorly cut and uneven. Inscribed face badly worn; in places it was 
already worn before the inscription was cut. 

Height of combined fragments, 0.53 m.; width, 0.29 m.; thickness, 0.16 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 to 0.008 mn. 
Museum Nos. 11, 32, 112. 

ca. a. 229 a. ? NON-ITOIX. 

[...]av KXe[[vaIt? 
KXeovak-ov [? 
1oXELapXov ,r6 [v ---- 
oiv rct Ira& ot rXa t K[ XEovat&w?I 

5 E1t Tav1TeptayC.lv7 KatTa[... [?ovo 

pa,ra7rrarpo0t&WZIJuxapEcO[CtW?.Efl 

its Ka iapaymqrar EvrE rcov KXEavatcd [v E2ITE r^z v 'ApyECUV ? ] 
KTOVV M a 6uoXoyia KEXEvEt adXX0O s[E?-ra] 

pa fo 8rKaOr'pIov ay&vrat EVEKEV Tas KE[?. t] 
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10 &Er r6 . v 'ApyEiv ) r6`v KXEovaiw[v ? 

orco SpaXI.aIv XLXAav. Et E'v Krza rv 'Ap [yEiVw?c -a] 

0xs o 'TTEpL T&v / 3kioLW KcEt + [ouv V?] 

raiv iroXkov ravEv[o]Xav a[-?-?- 

v oy&86ov TpLaK[. .]W)[.. .]qar[] -------- 

15 peoEowapayE'V- [T] at E[..] Ka[] 

['q.] 9[.oaKa o[.]0- [? [* ]o[ Jazat)l TO K[ .]tp[ . ]VE[- --] 

VW 8(0CrOVTt 70 - 

?bov 7Tapa vol rap I [ayEyov6]0 [v? - - - - - -]- 

Kz[ .] vapa&rojv1T[apay]Eyovo'mc[v? - 

20 rov YuTi [poS T] JLOKXEta, r[- 

FE [ ] 06cr[Ocat EL]S r6 Eviavro4 [3v-- - _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - 

oaXA6[4] EOa roXti[r] av avi'ra vE[?3 

o-K[E]VEt 8Kag ra[.] 4OAPAEI [?3 
A[. .]a8[ ]'MEiKovro. [.... __ 0ME 0 

25 [...]as 'Ap[war]oZ6Xov. 'Evr7pE[?] 

OEac-covll[o]XE/IacpXov. NEco[?3 

llvOEa'cs [. 'Ap] tor6oeV [o ?3 
Ka[X]X[ ....... ]8wvo A- - 

:L ............ ] 't?[-- --------] 

30 [............. I [?I 

The letters underlined twice were missing in 1938; those underlined once existed 
then (see Plate 77) but are now lost. 

Line 6. Although other word divisions may be possible, it seems most likely that 
va,rpOblort is a hitherto unknown equivalent of IFarpo6OEV. For the -+b in place of -OEV, 

cf. ElTarpo6Sbov, " patronymic," from Tanagra in the third century B.C., in Schwyzer, 
Dial. Gr. Ex., 4-62, A, 28. For the ending, cf. vrarpto-rt, " by patronymic," from 
Halikarnassos in the third century B.C. and Thuria in the second; see L.S.J., s.v. 

Line 14. One possible restoration is j/.v] |I [o]s o6yoov TptaK [Ooj Ct' [V 0-r qr [jpcov 

- -],in which case the line refers to a fine to be paid in the eighth month. However, 
the fine above in line 11 is stated in drachmai, not staters. Another possibility is 
fihr ] |V[ ] s 63o'ov TpLaK[ct3]l ... . ]a.[-J-]. 

Line 15. Probably EIT or ELq &IKa0cTo-rplOv is to be restored. 

Line 17. Because of the coincidence of time, it is tempting to see here the name 
of Antigonos Doson. There is, however, no evidence for the use during his lifetime 
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of the second name, which is generally assumed to be a colloquial nickname.3 
Line 20. The restoration seems inevitable and the man referred to as Soter 

can hardly be other than the Timokleidas who, with Kleinias, the father of Aratos, 
re-established constitutional government and ruled well in Sikyon after the removal 
of the tyrant Kleon, but died before the murder of Kleinias in 264 (Plutarch, Aratus, 
2). An alternate version, making Timokleidas joint tyrant with a certain Euthydemos 
until expelled in favor of Kleinias, is given by Pausanias, II, 8, 2, but has generally 
been disregarded.4 The appellation " Soter " here seems to support Plutarch. Just 
why the name appears in this text is unclear, perhaps merely a reference to a statue. 
But at least it seems to give a terminus post quem of about 265 for the inscription. 

Line 22. The use of the first person plural indicates an oath, but I do not know 
what the verb could have been. 

Line 23. The phi is certain but may be an error for pi; perhaps we should read 
<'r>ap a'E. 

Line 24. Lines 25 ff. certainly consist of names and patronymics; these probably 
began here in line 24, although Methikon is hitherto unknown. 

Line 25. This line should probably be read ['Ayi aS 'Ap[to-]r]oIuaxov. Although 
the first letter was reported in the notebook as a dotted nu, it could not be read by 
Caskey in 1938; the piece is now missing. An Agias 5 is said to have helped the 
younger Aristomachos take over Argos in 235 at the death of the tyrant Aristippos.6 
Although there are no other references to him, he is mentioned in such a way by 
Plutarch that it seems probable that he, like Aristippos and the younger Aristomachos, 
was a son of the earlier tyrant Aristomachos. 

When Mr. Blegen reported the discovery of this tantalizing piece of an agreement 
between Argos and Kleonai, he summed up the difficulties well: " Unfortunately, 
however, the fragment is not large enough to make the subject of the inscription 
immediately manifest; it seems to concern relations of some kind between Kleonai 
and Argos, perhaps recording an agreement in regard to the fixing of boundaries." 7 
The lines must have been very long, for in no case is the connection of thought between 
two consecutive lines clear. rhe use of 1TEpLayqo-Lsg in line 5 suggests a description of 
boundaries, although the word may have been used in some less usual sense. Machinery 
for judging disputes and setting penalties is established, but it is not clear just what 

3 Cf. S. Dow and C. F. Edson, H.S.C.P., XLVIII, 1937, pp. 149-152 and 160, note 2. 
4 Cf. B. Niese, Geschichte der Griechischen und Makedonischen Staaten, II, Gotha, 1899, pp, 

243-244; F. Walbank, Aratos of Sicyon, Cambridge, 1933, pp. 29-30. 
M. T. Mitsos, 'ApyOAtK?/ Hpoumroypata, Athens, 1952, p. 18, no. II. 

6 Plutarch, Aratus, 29, 6; o 8' `Aparog . . . , o'/Ls OVK E'Aa/3e Tro 'Apyos ovi8' r)XevO1pEoowe TOVS EV aVT,r 

T(0V 7rEpL tAyav Kat Tov VETEpoV Apwtuo/paXov AETra 8vva'AEw i auAtKXL 7rapEtY7EuOVTrV Kal KaTaoxovTwv Ta 

7rpayfuara. 

7A.J.A., XXXI, 1927, pp. 429-430. 
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the dikasterion (line 9) is or where it met. But line 12, which mentions the " law 
concerning violence and murder," suggests that the agreement concerned more than 
boundaries. It appears to be a general settling of differences after a period of hos- 
tility between the two states, and the repeated occurrence (lines 6, 7, 15, 18, 19) of 
forms of 7rapaytyvojiat, the regular word for attendance at festivals, suggests that 
the question of the Nemean Games, a certain source of irritation between the two 
cities, was included. 

It has been suggested above that the designation of Timokleidas as Soter 
gives a terminus post quem of 265, and the use of the Doric koine confirms this.8 
We know little of the relations between Argos and Kleonai before 235,' except 
that sometime between 315 and 251 Argos got control of Nemea and transferred 
the games to Argos itself.10 But in 235, after an unsuccessful attack on Argos, 
Aratos brought Kleonai into the Achaean League and celebrated the Nemeia 
there, as the ancestral right of that city. When Argos also celebrated the games, he 
refused to recognize them and violated the sacred truce (Plutarch, Aratus, 28). This 
rivalry must have continued until 229, when Argos was brought into the League 
under her tyrant Aristomachos (Plutarch, Aratus, 35, 1-3). This would appear to 
be the most likely time for a settlement between Argos and Kleonai, which this treaty 
seems to be. Such an agreement would have been sponsored by Aratos of Sikyon, 
and the appearance on the stone of his father's associate, Timokleidas, as Soter, what- 
ever its context was, should somehow be associated with the Sikyonian. If the sug- 
gestion above that one of the signatories was Agias, son of Aristomachos, is correct, 
this too corroborates the date. Although we do not know exactly how the question 
of the Nemeia was settled, Argos must have had her claim recognized, for in 225, 
when Kleomenes took Argos, the games were being celebrated there by the whole 
Achaean League, which included Kleonai (Plutarch, Cleomenes, 17, 7). 

7 (Plate 78). Fragment of hard limestone, found May 17, 1924, south of the apse 
of the church, built into a late wall and only 0.03 m. below the surface. Broken on 
all sides. Poorly cut; inscribed face somewhat worn. 

Height, 0.27 m.; width, 0.26 m.; thickness, 0.13 m. 

8 The use of ed with Ka is particularly characteristic; cf. C. D. Buck, The Greek Dialects, Chicago, 
1955, pp. 176-177. 

9 Throughout I use the chronology of Walbank, op. cit., pp. 203-211. Although some of the 
dates are controversial, the possibility of their being a few years in error does not affect the 
argument here. 

10 Cf. W. Vollgraff, Mnemosyne, XLIV, 1916, pp. 65-69, 221-232. In the first of these decrees, 
dated before 251, it is clear (lines 16-18) that the Nemean Games were celebrated at Argos along 
with the Heraia. In the second, dated between 278 and 272 or 249 and 244, the Nemeia are cele- 
brated independently of the Heraia but under Argos' control (lines 19-21), just where is uncertain. 
That Argos controlled Nemea is shown by the placing of a stele there (line 29). 
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Height of letters, 0.008 to 0.010 m. 
Museum No. 10. 

a. 145 a. NON-ITOIX. 
[ - b b ]a[ -]as Aa[ ?- ] 

[-----.......... 
] ropaTqZau[---- ]o roKpc' Aau4 ? 

[------. ] sDa'-vov eLOAEKTa 'Ap[] 

[-?- - - - -] OKPacTEOS9 JKETLVOV IKE[ ? ] 
5 -D?]a vav8pov Xdapcu,og vv E[ ? 

[--- - wv ev N]EphL aycoVcov Ka TEpL [? ?--] 
[-- . . ] v EKaTEpoIS OEc0p(0o- ----] 

[------. ..]V Ka UETa ravTa 'ApyELo[ ?- 
[- --. ..] L,rEL769v avroZs y[ ?--- ] 

10 [ ? ...] AEVKLOV M4'_quov wOav[vrraTov ---] 

[------....]rT&v 8E&Ka 7ipEoj3EvTW [v?----] 

[----.. To]V OyvOV yEPyov6ra [ s-?-] 

?------. . . ] AEVK'OV Mo/r.Lqov av [ 0vTraov---] 

[------. . 'Apy]eiov3 KarEVx7qI[?l 
15 [-? ? -- ...] Q NAXTEPO1 [ ? ] 

r ??- - - - .......]vat o'OEv Xvcr[-?------- ] 

[- - ]--....... ]rnv[------] 

Line 2. The most likely restoration is 'Apt] crTOKparT; this name occurs six times 
at Argos, while none of the other possibilities appear at all. That the names are 
Argive is not certain but likely. Phaenos occurs there three times and Thiodektas 
twice; both these names appear on Argive money minted between 222 and 146, 
although not in the father-son relationship as here. The two most likely possibilities 
in line 4, Damokrates and Timokrates, both occur in Argos. On the other hand, 
Iketinos, Phainandros, and Charmes have not been found there; it is possible that 
they were Kleonaians.1" 

Line 7. The exact meaning of 0ECOp&J0-rV-q is unclear. Although it may be only 
a new equivalent of 6Ecopta, it could well mean " the right to send theoroi " or " the 
right to watch." 0ECOpOO-VV- in Pseudo-Manetho, Apotelesmaticca, IV, 460, is no help 
as a parallel; it occurs in an obscure astrological passage and may well have been 
coined to fit the meter. 

Line 9. The most likely restoration of the first word is 8a] tT-rOEts, which would 
fit well with what follows, giving the meaning " arbitration taking place (or having 
taken place) among themselves." 

11 The information on the names comes from Mitsos, op. cit., pp. 40-41, 62, 90, 175, 179. 
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Line 10. This is the only epigraphic reference to Mummius specifically as pro- 
consul, a position which he held in 145 after his consulship in 146.12 A judgment in 
a land dispute between the Messenians and the Lakedaimonians does refer back to 

time oTE AEiVKCOS Mo'1q,tog iiraroS " avdv aroa EV EKEtVf -i ETaPXE 'm mEyEEO (Inschr. 
v. Olym., 52, lines 54-55 and 64-65). Elsewhere, mostly in dedications, his title is 
o-rpar?jyo v7rcoas.3 

Line 11. This line almost certainly refers to the commission of ten senators who 
helped Mummius settle the affairs of Greece; see Polybios, XXXIX, 3, 9; 4, 1; 5, 1. 
The names of four of these were found on inscriptions at Olympia (Inschr. v. Olym., 
321-324). 

Line 14. It is not certain whether the final stroke is the iota of a dative or the 
beginning of the nu of an accusative. 

Line 15. The letters are printed as read by Caskey in 1938 and myself in 1965, 
but the last three are very doubtful, due to the condition of the stone. It is tempting 
to read ay] c 'va OrTE [Ibwavimv. 

The discovery of this fragment was reported by Blegen in Art and Arch., XIX, 
1925, p. 182. Despite its small size and the impossibility of reconstructing any line, 
this inscription gives a surprising amount of information. It seems clear that during 
his proconstulship in 145 Lucius Mummius had to try to settle again the old quarrel 
between Argos and Kleonai over the Nemean Games. Although only the Argives 
are mentioned in the preserved text, the other party referred to by EiKaE'pois (line 7) 
and probably by EavroZst (line 9) can hardly be anyone but the Kleonaians. What 
Mummius' decision was is not certain; the details may well have been left to local 
arbitration (line 9). But it most likely was some sort of compromise in which the two 
states would share direction of the games. The most likely explanation for the list of 
names at the beginning of the inscription is that these are the men responsible for 
the games, and some of the names seem Argive. 

Most important is the evidence in line 6 that the Nemean Games wvere now 
actually held at Nemea; this is contrary to the prevailing opinion that they remained 
at Argos from the third century on.'4 At least this is the normal way to take the 
line and this interpretation is corroborated by the evidence from the recent excava- 
tions at Nemea by C. K. Williams, who writes: " A final use of the xenon is evident 
by radical alterations of the plan and floor level. The date of this activity, as indi- 
cated by the pottery, appears to be latest Hellenistic (probably not before 150 B.C. 

12 Cf. T. R. S. Broughton, The Magistrates of the Roman Republic, I, New York, 1951, 
pp. 465-466, 470. 

P 13 Cf. IG., 1V2, 306; V, 2, 77; VII, 433, 1808, 2478, 2478a, and possibly 2414; AEXr., XIII, 
1930-1931, pp. 106-118; Inschr. v. Olym., 278-281, 319-320. 

14 Cf. A. Boethius, Der Argivische Kalender, Uppsala, 1922, pp. 3-7, and K. Hanell, P. W., 
R.E., s.v. Nemea, col. 2324. 
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because of examples of long petal Megarian bowls) to early Roman. The pottery 
from a pit dug through the xenon contained pottery, most likely, from the xenon 
itself. The pit had long petal bowls, Samian B plate frag., and two appropriate 
lamps. On the floor of the building, with burning spread on the floor around it, was 
found a lamp dated by Broneer to Augustan or earlier, in use until the end of the 
1st century after Christ. (Broneer type XVII, nos. 294-300); also in fill above the 
floor a jug of appropriate date. Another pit in the sanctuary gives the same impres- 
sions." The building activity mentioned might well have been supported by Mummius, 
who is said by Polybios, XXXIX, 6, 1, to have restored the area of the Isthmos and 
to have adorned the temples at Olympia and Delphoi. 

There remains, however, the possibility that Mummius' solution was to allow 
henceforth two sets of Nemean Games, one at Argos and one at Nemea. The 
EKaTEpoLs in line 7 could be taken in that sense. This seems unlikely on the face of it, 
but Pausanias has two references (II, 15, 2; VI, 16, 4) to Winter Nemeia, which 
seem to be celebrated at Nemea in the second century after Christ, at a time when 
we know that the regular games were celebrated at Argos."5 This has led Boethius 
to argue 16 that there were two sets of Nemeia in the imperial period and that this 
situation could have existed earlier. But since Pausanias himself says (II, 15, 2) 
that the temple was in ruins in the second century, H-anell 17 suggested that the Winter 
Nemeia were not important or long-lasting, but rather an abortive attempt under 
Hadrian, who is specifically mentioned by Pausanias in this context in VI, 16, 4, to 
restore the old customs. This suggestion is supported by the archaeological evidence 
from the xenon, quoted above, which shows little use after sometime in the first 
century. This would hardly allow us to postulate a continuous use of Nemea for a 
second set of games from Mummius to Hadrian. Therefore, it seems, we should 
interpret this inscription naturally, that Mummius returned the games to Nemea, 
under at least partial Argive control. 

8 (Plate 77). Piece of a revetment of white marble, found in 1936, apparently 
on the surface in the area just south of the temple. Back and bottom original; broken 
elsewhere. 

Height, 0.10 im.; width, 0.21 m.; thickness, 0.04 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.075 m. 
Museum No. 120. 

acet. Rom. 
r__ __1AV\ ___ 

15 Cf. I.G., II_III2, 3162, 3169; VII, 49. 
6 

0p. cit., pp. 6-7, 38-41. 
17 Op. cit., col. 2327. 
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These monumental Roman letters indicate some building activity at Nemea 
during the imperial period, whether or not they are part of the name Augustus. But 
we do not know to what structure they belonged, and it is impossible to assign a date. 
The evidence of the abandonment of the xenon would suggest a date early in the 
imperial period, but there is also the possibility of an interest in the site under 
Hadrian; cf. the commentary on No. 7, above. 

9 (Plate 78). Slab of poros, of the type used in the foundation of the altar,18 found 
December 1, 1926, near the surface on the west side of the temple. Upper right 
corner broken off and lower right side chipped away; lower left corner cut out, 
perhaps for original use in altar. Face scraped off in a rough manner. Letters 
scratched on rather than regularly inscribed. 

Height, 0.41 m.; width, 0.50 m.; thickness, 0.12 m. 
Height of letters: line 1, ca. 0.012 m.; line 2, ca. 0.010 m.; line 3, ca. 0.008 m. 

NON-ITOIX. 
AaapXog 
KaXXq7 87 
AE [--]vov9 

(Traces of four more lines) 

Line 1. For the name, cf. I.G., V, 2, 1, line 32, and 38, line 30, both from Tegea. 
This is known as a title only in Egypt, for a commander of native troops; cf. Preisigke, 
Pap. Strass., no. 91. 

Line 2. The lambdas overlap, giving the impression of a mu. The name was 
originally inscribed KaXXcuE&8s, with the epsilon very close to the mu, but then eta, 
delta, and eta were inscribed over the last three original letters. 

It is not at all clear what stood in line 3 or why these names were scratched on 
the slab; perhaps it was a rough gravemarker. The re-use of the stone indicates a 
late date. 

10. Large architectural block of poros, taken from the stream-bed January 3, 1927. 
The inscribed face is very rough and the letters are gouged out very irregularly. 

Height, 0.47 m.; width, 1.07 m.; thickness, 0.38 m. 
Height of letters, 0.18 to 0.25 m. 
Museum No. 16. 

[-- ?--] EKTEX [-- ?--] 

The roughness of the stone's face, the irregularity of the letters, and the lack 
of a clear meaning make it impossible for me to suggest the purpose of this inscription. 
It may well not be ancient. 

DONALD W. BRADEEN 

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI 

'8 Cf. Blegen, Art and Arch., XXII, 1926, p. 128; A.J.A., XXXI, 1927, pp. 422-423. 
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Hekatompedon VI, 1. E.M. 6791 joined to E.M. 6778. 

tBERT HODGE HILL: NOTES ON FIFTH-CENTURY INVENTORIES 
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